Scott Hoesman,
CEO and Founder, inQUEST

My purpose is to help leaders
hear and value the voices and
perspectives that will enable

Getting people to
work better together

them to be more strategic

Scott is the CEO and founder of inQUEST, a forward-thinking collective

in addressing their complex

of thought leaders helping individuals, teams and organizations think,

business challenges.

lead and interact inclusively.
He is also the innovator behind Contineo, an award-winning live D&I training

Scott is an expert in:

game that helps companies explore diversity and inclusion (D&I) and its impact
on business.

+ Visioning & Strategy
+ Diversity & Inclusion

Scott is an accomplished speaker, executive facilitator, author, and senior
organizational strategist. He believes that diversity in our professional and

+ People Strategy

personal networks can enhance problem-solving and decision-making in

+ Organizational Development

our organizations, which results in better individual, team, and organizational
performance. Using his Go-To Framework, Scott helps people see their blind
spots and understands how unconscious bias is impacting who they choose to

Keynotes

“go to” and support in the workplace.

Getting the Most From
Your Go-To Network
Scott’s proprietary model that helps

Scott has served as a trusted advisor to some of the world’s largest companies,
including Toyota, Aon, Bosch, and Bayer. His wealth of knowledge and
experience comes from working with executives in a wide range of industries,

people build better and more diverse

including financial services, biomedical, energy, technology, and automotive,

connections.

for more than 25 years. In 2018, Scott was recognized with a feature in Crain’s
Chicago Business as one of Chicago’s Notable LGBTQ Executives.

Discovering Unconscious Bias

Scott uses his energetic and approachable demeanor to put participants at ease
and allow them to discover how their behavior and perspectives can affect their

Using Gamification to
Advance Diversity

work. He is frank but respectful, empathetic and entertaining, and knows just
how to engage an audience so participants leave with lasting takeaways.

contact

To book Scott for your next meeting or conference,
Include. Engage. Innovate.

call 312.268.5831 or e-mail scott@inquestconsulting.com

testimonials

Wow! Had the great pleasure to hear Scott Hoesman
speak today at Diversity Roundtable of Central Indiana's
Conference on Diversity & Inclusion. What a dynamic
speaker! He is energetic, engaging and a great educator.
He knows when to be serious and when to make you laugh.
Amy Brugh Caffee
Assistant Vice President and Senior Recruiter, Wells Fargo

An inspiring speaker,
Scott engages audiences
to think differently and
work better together.

Scott spoke to our St. Charles Chamber of Commerce
Women’s Business Council on the topic of Diversity in
the Workplace, and he knocked it out of the park! We
received so much positive feedback on Scott’s presentation,

He is also a trusted:

knowledge, enthusiasm, and ability to interact with the
crowd. Our members left with tangible information that they

advisor

could take back to their businesses and implement. Scott

Helping organizations
chart their strategic vision
and act with purpose.

is one of the most dynamic and engaging speakers I have
ever seen. I would highly recommend Scott Hoesman to any
group looking for a speaker. Thank you Scott!
Tamara Sims

facilitator

Chair, Women’s Business Council

Helping executives and
leaders have meaningful
conversations that
produce results.
I’ve had the pleasure of working with Scott launching our
Global Diversity and Inclusion Council for McGraw-Hill’s
Information and Media segment. Scott’s dedication for
Diversity and Inclusion extends much further than his
professional role, as evident in the passion and expertise he
brings to the subject. When it comes to understanding his client
and audience, Scott is able to deliver well-thought out content
and planning to ensure meaningful work and longevity.
Joline Anthea Jammer
APAC Recruiting Coordination Team Leader, BlackRock

Include. Engage. Innovate.
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